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Using Data Mining to Predict the Occurrence of Respondent
Retrieval Strategies in Calendar Interviewing: The Quality
of Retrospective Reports
Robert F. Belli1, L. Dee Miller2, Tarek Al Baghal3, and Leen-Kiat Soh4
Determining which verbal behaviors of interviewers and respondents are dependent on one
another is a complex problem that can be facilitated via data-mining approaches. Data are
derived from the interviews of 153 respondents of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics
(PSID) who were interviewed about their life-course histories. Behavioral sequences of
interviewer-respondent interactions that were most predictive of respondents spontaneously
using parallel, timing, duration, and sequential retrieval strategies in their generation of
answers were examined. We also examined which behavioral sequences were predictive of
retrospective reporting data quality as shown by correspondence between calendar responses
with responses collected in prior waves of the PSID. The verbal behaviors of immediately
preceding interviewer and respondent turns of speech were assessed in terms of their
co-occurrence with each respondent retrieval strategy. Interviewers’ use of parallel probes is
associated with poorer data quality, whereas interviewers’ use of timing and duration probes,
especially in tandem, is associated with better data quality. Respondents’ use of timing and
duration strategies is also associated with better data quality and both strategies are facilitated
by interviewer timing probes. Data mining alongside regression techniques is valuable to
examine which interviewer-respondent interactions will benefit data quality.
Key words: Calendar interviewing; data mining; interviewing; memory aids.
1. Introduction
In the collection of retrospective reports, calendar interviewing methods have reliably led
to better data quality in comparison to conventional standardized methods, at times with
only limited costs in which increases in interviewing and programming time are negligible
or minimal at most (for reviews see Belli 2014; Belli and Callegaro 2009; Glasner and van
der Vaart 2009). In calendar interviews, instead of having questions written in advance as
in conventional standardized interviewing, interviewers develop queries to satisfy ques-
tionnaire objectives that are largely visually displayed by timelines within various domains
(see, for example, Bala´n et al. 1969; Freedman et al. 1988). Each timeline is constructed with
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a specified unit of analysis (e.g., week, month, or year) and reference period (e.g., one year,
ten years, or from birth to the present), and they are aligned with calendar time depending
on their unit of analysis. Within each timeline, queries by interviewers will seek to get
respondents to report periods of stability and points of transition, such as being employed
with one employer for a period of time and then transitioning to another employer at another
period of time. A domain represents a topic of interest, such as information on residential,
partnering, parenting, labor, and health histories, and each domain may consist of one to
several timelines. For example, when collecting labor histories, separate timelines may be
devoted to employment and unemployment, respectively.
The improvements in data quality with calendar interviewing methods have been
examined both theoretically and empirically within the context of the structure of
autobiographical memory (Belli 1998; Belli et al. 2007; Bilgen and Belli 2010).
Specifically, calendar methods have been shown to encourage the use of verbal retrieval
behaviors in both interviewers and respondents that, in comparison to conventional
questionnaires, are associated with better data quality for retrospective reports of life-
course labor histories (Belli et al. 2007), especially for respondents who have experienced
complicated pasts (Belli et al. 2013). Further, these behaviors align with the structure of
autobiographical memory (Belli et al. 2004; Bilgen and Belli 2010).
Although calendar methods have produced encouraging results, as noted by Belli et al.
(2013), these results are limited because they do not examine the communicative
interactions between interviewers and respondents directly. In this article, to overcome
this limitation, we examine those series of communicative interactions that are most likely
to lead to respondents’ use of retrieval strategies. We focus on respondent retrieval
strategies as the outcome of interviewer-respondent interactions because we believe that
their use is tied most directly to the successful remembering of past events. As for
interviewer retrieval probing, our expectation is that the use of these probes will promote
the use of retrieval strategies on the part of respondents, a result that we expect to confirm
via our interactional analyses.
In terms of the structure of autobiographical memory, we examine those retrieval
strategies consisting of parallel and sequential cues (Belli 1998; Belli and Callegaro 2009;
Belli et al. 2013). With parallel retrieval strategies, respondents cue themselves by
remembering a contemporaneous event from a different life domain as an apparent attempt
to more fully reconstruct the past. An example of parallel cuing would occur if a
respondent is asked about when a job ended, and they spontaneously remember the birth of
a child when answering this query. With sequential retrieval strategies, respondents seek
to order what happened earlier and later in time within the same domain by seeking to
remember the time location of the beginning and ending of events, the duration of events,
and/or what event occurred earlier or later. An example of sequential retrieval would occur
if the respondent remembered that working as a librarian at a university immediately
followed working as an office worker for a private company.
Hence, we are concerned with two main issues. First, we seek to determine which series
of verbal exchanges between interviewers and respondents in calendar interviews are more
likely to lead to respondent retrieval strategies. Earlier research examining interviewer
and respondent verbal exchanges with conventional questionnaires has demonstrated the
challenges of these approaches. Brenner (1982) was interested in determining via tree
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structures those combinations of behaviors that followed earlier specific behaviors, such as
what follows from interviewers asking questions as written versus when interviewers
altered questions. Although such modeling could be applied in reverse, so that the tree
structure from a later behavior could be propagated forward in time, the hand calculation
of these tree structures is cumbersome. In addition, Brenner (1982) concentrated only
on the occurrence of behaviors; we are also interested in determining whether the
nonoccurrence of behaviors is similarly predictive of a final respondent retrieval. Adding
nonoccurrence leads to further computational challenges. The only study we found that
sought to examine which behaviors occurred earlier focused only on single behaviors
(Dijkstra and Ongena 2006), and not on different combinations of earlier behaviors. In
order to identify those series of behaviors that are predictive of the occurrence of
respondent retrievals, while accounting for the occurrence and nonoccurrence of those
behaviors contained in these series, we use data-mining techniques that have been
developed in the field of computer science.
Second, having identified different behavioral series that are predictive of the presence
of respondent retrieval behaviors, we conduct analyses to determine which, if any, of these
series are predictive of retrospective reports of better data quality. Although, as noted
above, Belli et al. (2013) have demonstrated that respondent retrieval strategies are
associated with better data quality, their research used a confirmatory factor-analysis
approach to create a single latent measure of respondent retrieval from several behaviors.
This work extends that in Belli et al. (2013) by providing more focused interactional
analyses. Specifically, by identifying which behavior series are predictive of better data
quality and which are not, we show that behavioral interactions between interviewers and
respondents lead to respondent retrieval strategies that vary in their effectiveness.
2. Data-Collection Method
Response data were collected from 313 Panel Study of Income Dynamics respondents of
45 years of age and older in 2002 (93% cooperation rate, AAPOR standard definition 1).
Respondents were interviewed with a computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI)
calendar instrument that asked for reports on residence, relationship, labor (employment
and unemployment), and health lifetime histories. 297 interviews were audio recorded with
respondent permission, with 291 audible tapes transcribed. Greater detail on the calendar
CATI data-collection methods can be found in Belli et al. (2007) and Belli et al. (2013).
A random sample of 165 interviews was behavior coded with a scheme that comprised
30 interviewer and 29 respondent verbal behaviors. Behaviors were identified within turns of
speech, a turn being defined as a transcribed uninterrupted utterance by either the interviewer
or respondent. Greater detail on the behavior-coding methods, the reliability among coders,
and the verbal behaviors that were identified can be found in Bilgen and Belli (2010).
3. Data Analyses and Results
3.1. Data-mining Algorithm
Our overall aim is to implement a data-mining algorithm able to isolate different series
of verbal behaviors immediately preceding three turns of speech – an interviewer turn,
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a respondent turn, and another interviewer turn – to those respondent turns that contained
one of four respondent retrieval strategies. We selected three preceding turns of speech as
an attempt to come to some compromise in which either too few or too many turns of
speech would be subjected to analysis. We did not want to select only the single turn of
speech that immediately preceded the targeted turn as we understood that especially in
calendar interviews, the behaviors of turns that had occurred earlier could have a lasting
influence for a number of subsequent turns. However, we also did not want to extend our
analyses too far backward, as impact would diminish as the number of intervening turns
increased. With these constraints in mind, we fully understand that isolating three
preceding turns is based on more subjective than empirical criteria, and that future work
may wish to examine more turns.
For partly empirical (e.g., Belli et al. 2013) and partly theoretical reasons (e.g., Belli
1998), the four respondent retrieval strategies we examined were parallel, timing,
duration, and sequential behaviors. These four behaviors exhaust what our empirical
work in behavior coding has discovered as comprising both parallel and sequential
retrieval strategies, which are those respondent retrieval strategies that have been
theoretically hypothesized and empirically shown to be associated with better data
quality in calendar interviews. All occurred spontaneously in respondents’ verbal
behavior, that is, the behaviors were not a direct reflection of a query made by an
interviewer. A parallel retrieval strategy occurred when a respondent spontaneously
remembered a contemporaneous event from a life domain that was different than the one
being queried. A timing retrieval strategy was present when a respondent spontaneously
indicated a beginning or ending location in time of a reported event. A duration retrieval
strategy consisted of spontaneous reports of the length in time of events. Finally, a
sequential retrieval strategy occurred when a respondent spontaneously reported an
event that occurred earlier or later than one which had already been identified within the
same domain.
Of the 35,291 transcribed respondent turns of speech from the 165 interviews, 1,744
were identified as including a respondent parallel retrieval, and 2,821, 1,191, and 765
included timing, duration, and sequential behaviors, respectively. In order to apply the
data-mining algorithm, in addition to turns which included respondent retrieval strategies,
we had to simultaneously analyze turns in separate tests for each behavior that did not
consist of any respondent retrievals in order to find series in the preceding turns that were
diagnostic of each of the behaviors in the targeted turns. As nonretrieval turns are
considerably more numerous than those turns that contain a respondent retrieval, problems
associated with imbalance arise. Data-mining algorithms tend to assume relatively
balanced distributions (He and Garcia 2009) as imbalanced data sets reduce the predictive
power of these algorithms (Weiss and Provost 2001).
To achieve balanced distributions, we kept all turns that did include a respondent
retrieval behavior and randomly sampled, for each behavior separately, an equal number
of respondent turns that did not include the targeted behavior. Hence, we conducted four
separate analyses in which a total of 3,488 turns of speech were examined for parallel
retrieval behaviors in one analysis, and 5,642, 2,382, and 1,530 turns were examined for
timing, duration, and sequential retrieval behaviors in each of three analyses, respectively.
We adopted a decision-tree data-mining algorithm called C4.5 (Witten et al. 2011) and
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separately applied it to each of the four respondent retrieval behaviors in their respective
analyses. This algorithm was used to discover what behavioral series in the prior three
turns are most predictive of the state for the respondent retrievals in the targeted
fourth turn.
The decision-tree algorithm “grows” multiple-behavior series using a top-down
approach with two heuristics. First, the algorithm applies a heuristic to choose the behavior
that most improves the predictive power for the series (behavior-select heuristic) from all
of the 30 interviewer and 29 respondent verbal behaviors that could potentially appear
in the selected preceding three turns. The behavior chosen by this heuristic is added to the
tree as an internal node. More on this behavior-select heuristic (based on information gain)
will be discussed later in this section.
After the application of the behavior-select heuristic, the algorithm divides the turns
into two groups based on the occurrence or nonoccurrence of the chosen behavior. The
first group contains the turns with occurrence of that behavior, while the second group
contains turns with nonoccurrence. The occurrence and nonoccurrence are added as edges
under the node in the tree.
Now, the algorithm uses another heuristic to decide whether growing the series further
would improve its predictive power (continue-growing heuristic). The heuristic makes this
decision separately for each group by evaluating (1) the distribution of the respondent
behavior for turns in the group and (2) the size of the group. In general terms, there are two
cases where the continue-growing heuristic should decide to stop:
1. The heuristic should stop when the group has a sufficiently homogenous state for the
respondent behavior (present or absent) – the series has already mastered the group
and growing the series further will not improve predictive power.
2. The heuristic should stop when the group is too small, since growing the series on
outliers could actually hurt overall predictive power; that is, it could lead to
overfitting.
In both cases, the series is ready to make a final prediction (on the group) since predictive
power is unlikely to be improved. The final prediction for the respondent behavior is set to
the majority respondent-behavior state for the turns in the group. This final prediction is
then added as a node to the decision tree.
Alternatively, the heuristic should continue to grow the series to try and improve its
predictive power. To this end, the decision-tree algorithm restarts, running the above
process again using only the turns in the group. The new behaviors are added as additional
internal nodes connected to the previous behavior occurrence and nonoccurrence edges.
Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration for a possible decision tree. The behaviors
chosen are listed inside boxes with the occurrence or nonoccurrence of these behaviors
given as edges. The round nodes are the final prediction for the respondent behavior on a
group. As alluded to earlier, the decision tree allows for multiple series of behaviors to be
grown. These series can be discovered by tracing a path through the decision tree from the
behavior at the top to a circle. As an example, the occurrence of Behavior A at any of the
preceding three turns combined with occurrence of Behavior B at any of the preceding
three turns leads to a targeted respondent parallel being present at the fourth turn, as
indicated by a yes circle.
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Behavior-Select Heuristic
Our behavior-select heuristic uses the same information gain as the C4.5 algorithm. We
first test all of the behaviors that occur in the previous turns separately and calculate the
extent to which the presence and absence of each behavior affects the distribution for the
respondent retrieval in the targeted fourth turn. A completely homogenous distribution is
one that only contains retrieval-present turns, or retrieval-absent turns. Hence, and using
respondent parallel retrievals as an example, the greatest degree of homogeneity would
result if a behavior was identified that (1) when it occurred in the previous turns, only
respondent parallel-present targeted turns were observed, and that (2) when this behavior
did not occur in the previous turns, only parallel-absent targeted turns were observed, or
vice versa.
Our heuristic measures the degree of homogeneity using the entropy index. This index
is measured solely based on the homogeneity of the retrieval behavior. This index is
calculated to equal 1 in conditions in which there is a lack of homogeneity, and it is equal
to 0 when there is complete homogeneity. The entropy index for a single state is calculated
according to the formula:
EntropyðSÞ ¼ 2 jSr¼pjjSj * log2
 jSr¼pj
jSj
 
2
jSr¼aj
jSj * log2
 jSr¼aj
jSj
 
; ð1Þ
where S is the set of turns that we are interested in (e.g., the initial state of 3,488 turns),
Sr¼p is the subset of these turns with the targeted retrieval behavior being present, and Sr¼a
is the subset with the retrieval behavior being absent. Hence, and again using parallel
retrievals as an example, the initial state of 1,744 parallel-present target turns and 1,744
parallel-absent target turns as a whole is calculated as having an Entropy ¼ 1. On the other
hand, a state with only parallel-present turns would have Entropy ¼ 0.
As alluded to earlier, our behavior-select heuristic calculates the extent to which the
presence and absence of each behavior affects the distribution for the respondent retrieval.
This calculation measures the information gain for each preceding occurring behavior.
Behavior A
No
No
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
nonoccurrence
nonoccurrence
nonoccurrence
Yes
Yes
Behavior B
Behavior C
Fig. 1. Graphical example of decision tree. Behaviors are given in boxes with occurrence or nonoccurrence on
the edges. The circle indicates whether or not respondent behavior is present (Yes or No). Sequences are
discovered by tracing from the behavior at the top (Behavior A) to a circle. Example sequence on the above tree:
occurrence of Behavior A combined with occurrence of Behavior B leads to respondent-parallel being present.
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The information gain measures how applying the behavior, by splitting the turns into
subsets where the behavior is present and absent, affects the entropy measured on the
targeted final retrieval behavior. For each final retrieval behavior, two entropy indices are
calculated, one index for the behavior-present state in which the behavior occurred in the
previous three turns, and one index for the behavior-absent state:
Gain ¼ EntropyðSÞ2 jSb¼pjjSj EntropyðSb¼pÞ2
jSb¼aj
jSj EntropyðSb¼aÞ; ð2Þ
where S is the set of turns that we are interested in, Sb¼p is the subset of these turns with
retrieval behavior-present, and Sb¼a is the subset with retrieval behavior-absent turns.
Based on the above equation, the preceding behavior with the highest information gain
is the one that, when it is applied, provides the highest increase in homogeneity for the
final retrieval behavior. Using the previous example, the highest information gain occurs
when the presence of a preceding behavior always results in a final respondent parallel
behavior being present, and the absence of a preceding behavior always results in the
absence of a final respondent parallel behavior (or vice versa). Such a result would “zero
out” terms 2 and 3 in the equations leading to Gain ¼ 12 02 0 ¼ 1.
Continue-Growing Heuristic
Once an initial behavior is identified that produces the largest information gain, we need to
decide whether to continue growing the series adding additional behaviors. To address the
homogenous-state stop case, our heuristic considers both (1) the branch in which a
previously identified behavior was present in the preceding three turns, and (2) the branch
in which a previously identified behavior was not present in the preceding three turns. The
goal is to allow the decision-tree algorithm to proceed down any branch until the group
achieves an Entropy ¼ 0 when all the turns share a homogenous state. Any verbal
behavior that is identified at any step as maximizing information gain is contingent on the
presence or absence of behaviors identified during previous steps within that branch. As
alluded to earlier, this allows the algorithm to produce a hierarchical network of series that
each consist of steps with the isolation of specific behaviors whose presence or absence is
required for each of the additional subsequent steps.
To address the small-group stop case, our heuristic uses a criterion rule, for each of the
four analyses separately, which requires that a minimum of five percent (or 80) targeted
turns need to contain a respondent retrieval for any specific behavior to be retained (either
in the behavior-present state or behavior-absent state). Implementing the criterion rule
resulted in a network of four steps and five different behavior series for parallel and timing
retrievals (see Tables 1 and 2), and two steps and three series for both duration and
sequential retrievals (see Tables 3 and 4).
Multiple-Behavior Series Results
For parallel retrievals (see Table 1), in the three turns (two interviewer and one
respondent) that preceded the targeted respondent turns, four behaviors were found to
discriminate between the occurrence and nonoccurrence of these retrieval strategies in the
targeted turns: respondent timing in the second turn, and interviewer parallel, timing, and
duration probes in the first or third turns. Parallel probes are defined as verbal behaviors in
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which interviewers use a contemporaneous event in another life domain as an anchor to
cue respondents in the remembering of a domain-relevant event, timing probes asked
when an event started or stopped and duration probes consist of interviewers asking how
long an event occurred. Series I in Table 1 consists of at least one respondent timing
retrieval in the second preceding turn, and this behavior is not at all constrained by the
presence or absence of any other behaviors within the preceding three turns. Series II
requires that there is no respondent timing retrieval behavior in the second turn, but that
there is an interviewer parallel probe in either the first and third preceding turns. Series III
is marked by the absence of respondent timing and interviewer parallel behaviors, and the
presence of an interviewer timing probe. In Series IV, there must be an absence in the three
preceding turns of respondent timing and interviewer parallel and timing behaviors, but
the presence of an interviewer duration probe. Series V requires the absence of all four of
these behaviors in the preceding three turns.
Table 1. Behavior series and their statistics: parallel retrieval.
Series
Step Behavior I II III IV V
1 R Timing (2nd turn) P A A A A
2 I Parallel P A A A
3 I Timing P A A
4 I Duration P A
Series
Statistics I II III IV V
N turns 340 202 594 124 484
Proportion Turns .195 .116 .341 .071 .278
Series Ratio .744 .795 .537 .582 .332
Notes: P ¼ Behavior-Present; A ¼ Behavior-Absent.
Table 2. Behavior series and their statistics: timing retrieval.
Series
Step Behavior I II III IV V
1 I Duration P P A A A
2a I Timing A P
2b R Timing (2nd turn) P A A
3 I Data Elements P A
Series
Statistics I II III IV V
N turns 541 160 287 350 1483
Proportion Turns .192 .057 .102 .124 .526
Series Ratio .780 .608 .651 .327 .467
Notes: P ¼ Behavior-Present; A ¼ Behavior-Absent.
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Table 1 also includes statistics that are associated with each series. The number of turns
out of the total of 1,744 that include a respondent parallel retrieval are provided, as is the
proportion (Series N/1744). As can be seen, Series III, which included the presence of
interviewer timing, accounted for the most turns, and Series IV the least. In addition,
the series ratio indicates the extent to which each series discriminated between turns with
and without respondent parallel retrievals, with the higher values indicating greater
discriminability. The ratio is calculated as the number of turns with respondent parallel
retrieval in the targeted turn divided by the total number of turns that fit the series in the
three turns that preceded the targeted turn. This ratio does not reflect the actual
discriminability among all of the turns in the interview, as the ratio accounts only for the
1,744 nonrespondent retrieval turns that were randomly sampled.
Tables 2–4, which depict the data-mining results for respondent timing, duration, and
sequential behaviors respectively, can be interpreted in the same way. For the most part
these behaviors include interviewer or respondent timing and duration behaviors. Table 2
reveals in Series IV that interviewer data-element probes, in which interviewers ask for
Table 3. Behavior series and their statistics: duration retrieval.
Series
Step Behavior I II III
1 R Timing (2nd turn) P A A
2 I Timing P A
Series
Statistics I II III
N turns 200 442 549
Proportion Turns .168 .371 .461
Series Ratio .694 .562 .420
Notes: P ¼ Behavior-Present; A ¼ Behavior-Absent.
Table 4. Behavior series and their statistics: sequential retrieval.
Series
Step Behavior I II III
1 R Timing (2nd turn) P A A
2 R Parallel (2nd turn) P A
Series
Statistics I II III
N turns 163 90 512
Proportion Turns .213 .118 .669
Series Ratio .751 .732 .310
Notes: P ¼ Behavior-Present; A ¼ Behavior-Absent.
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detailed information such as the names of persons or employers, are predictive of
respondent timing retrievals in the fourth turn.
All of the data-mining results (see Tables 1–4) consistently reveal that those behaviors
that best predict the occurrence of respondent retrievals are either interviewer retrieval
probes or other types of respondent retrievals. Importantly, retrieval behaviors are a subset
of possible behavior types that were included in the analysis; they included interviewer
and respondent conversational and rapport behaviors (e.g., clarifications, digressions),
interviewer feedback behaviors that followed responses (e.g., “thank-you”), and
respondent cognitive-difficulty behaviors (e.g., requests for question repeats). These
data-mining results confirm the general finding from factor-analytic approaches that the
same types of verbal behaviors tend to cluster together (Belli et al. 2001; Belli et al. 2013;
Belli et al. 2004), but our data-mining results provide greater detail on the actual
sequencing of behaviors as they occur in the exchanges between interviewers and
respondents.
3.2. Validation Regression Models
The calendar retrospective reports were validated against these same respondents’ reports,
which had been provided in annual PSID interviews. Twelve cases suffered from
processing errors, making the comparison of calendar retrospective reports to panel reports
unfeasible, resulting in 153 validated cases. In this validation, we tested four domains in
the reporting of residential, relationship, and labor histories; one was associated with
residence, a second with marriage. With labor histories, we tested both employment and
unemployment. These domains were selected as they each were designed to ask
respondents to provide retrospective reports of objective facts. For each of these domains,
we calculated respective measures of discrepancy; these were calculated as the proportion
of years in which there was no match in status between the calendar and panel reports.
We tested logistic regression models to determine relationships between discrepancy
and behaviors. In order to demonstrate that parallel, duration, timing, and sequential
retrievals were associated with discrepancy, each of the respondent retrieval behaviors
were tested. Models were examined for each of the domains separately and for each
behavior separately, leading to sixteen analyses. In each model, per case, the discrepancy
measure was regressed on the number of retrieval behaviors that had occurred up to and
including the point at which each respective domain had been finalized during the
interview, an experiential complexity measure based on the number of status changes for
each respective domain in the panel data, a term for the interaction of the number of
retrievals with experiential complexity, and control variables that included interviewer
age, gender, and years of interviewing experience, and respondent age, gender, race, and
years of education. The interaction term was included to determine whether the
association of behavior with discrepancy hinged on those respondents who have more
complicated histories; it may be the case that advantages of retrieval behaviors, if any,
would only exist when retrieval is more difficult because the respondent has a complicated
past (see Belli et al. 2013). If the model revealed a significant respondent retrieval
behavior by experiential complexity interaction, a regions-of-significance (ROS) analysis
was performed to determine at what level of experiential complexity the retrieval behavior
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was significantly associated with discrepancy. If the model did not reveal a significant
interaction, the same core regression model without the interaction term was tested to
determine whether the number of retrieval behaviors revealed a significant main effect on
discrepancy.
To account for clustering of respondents within interviewers, covariance matrices were
inflated using the estimated interviewer design effect for residence (deff ¼ 1.64), marriage
(deff ¼ 2.00), and employment (deff ¼ 1.45) discrepancy measures. Due to this
clustering, it is appropriate to estimate the degrees of freedom used in significance tests as
the number of interviewers – 1 ¼ 12 (see Belli et al. 2013). The estimated design effect
for the unemployment discrepancy measure was slightly less than 1 (0.97), indicating
there was no interviewer clustering effect; hence, there was no need to inflate the
covariance matrices.
Table 5 presents the results of the regression models, testing for interaction effects and
their accompanying ROS results when significant. A greater number of respondent parallel
retrieval behaviors is associated with less discrepancy in reports of being employed when
respondents experienced greater experiential complexity. However, follow-up main-
effects analyses revealed that a higher number of parallel retrievals is associated with
greater discrepancy in reports of unemployment (b ¼ 0.014, SE ¼ 0.006, p ¼ .04). As for
timing retrieval behaviors, their greater propensity is associated with greater discrepancy
in reports of residence and unemployment when respondents have less experiential
complexity, but less discrepancy in reports of employment and unemployment when
respondents have higher experiential complexity. Follow-up main-effects analyses also
reveal that the greater number of timing retrievals is associated with less discrepancy in
reports of marriage (b ¼ 20.061, SE ¼ 0.015, p , .001). With duration retrieval
behaviors, their greater number is associated with less discrepancy in the reporting of
employment when there is greater experiential complexity, and they also reveal less
discrepancy in reports of marriage (b ¼ 20.091, SE ¼ 0.032, p ¼ .02). Finally, a greater
prevalence of sequential retrieval behaviors is associated with greater discrepancy in the
reports of a) residence and unemployment with lower experiential complexity, and
b) marriage with higher experiential complexity. They are also associated with less
discrepancy in the reports of marriage with less experiential complexity and unemployment
with higher experiential complexity. Overall, results indicate that respondents’
engagement in timing and duration retrieval behaviors is beneficial to the accuracy of
retrospective reports, especially when experiential complexity is high, but that engagement
in parallel and sequential retrieval behaviors is mixed and nuanced in terms of data quality.
Having demonstrated the associations between each of the retrieval behaviors and
discrepancy across the four domains, we tested logistic regression models to examine each
of the series (see Tables 1–4) for each of the domains. These models included the same
control variables and inflation of covariance matrices that were included in the models
testing for respondent retrievals. In each model, discrepancy was regressed on the number
of fourth-turn retrieval behaviors per case that met each interactional series as identified
in Tables 1–4 (i.e., the five series for parallel, the five for timing, the three for duration,
and the three for sequential retrievals). Only the retrieval behaviors that occurred up to
and including the point in which each domain was being interviewed were included in
the analysis.
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Table 6a presents the interaction parameters of the regression models with parallel
retrievals in the fourth turn and their accompanying ROS results when significant. There
are no significant interaction effects for unemployment. Results demonstrate that for
Series II in which an interviewer parallel probe occurs in the first or third turn, reports of
employment are at greater discrepancy at higher levels of experiential complexity, while
for Series III in which a respondent parallel is preceded by an interviewer timing probe,
reports of employment are at greater discrepancy at lower levels of experiential
complexity, but at less discrepancy at higher levels of complexity. For Series V, which
is marked by a lack of preceding behaviors, reports of residence demonstrate greater
discrepancy with lower complexity, and less discrepancy with higher complexity. There
are also significant main effects: Series I, which includes a preceding respondent timing
retrieval, Series IV, which has a preceding interviewer duration probe, and Series V are all
Table 5. Logistic regression coefficients for the interaction of respondent retrieval behaviors and experiential
complexity on discrepancy, and percentiles of experiential complexity associated with significantly less and
greater discrepancy.
Interaction
Parameters
Percentiles of experiential complexity in
which a greater number of respondent
retrieval behaviors (in comparison
to a fewer number) is associated
with significantly
Domain Beta SE p Less discrepancy Greater discrepancy
Parallel
Residence 20.090 0.061 ns
Marriage 20.345 0.576 ns
Employment 20.180 0.075 0.013 80.41–100
Unemployment 20.140 0.069 ns
Timing
Residence 20.151 0.053 0.047 0–51.57
Marriage 0.846 0.580 ns
Employment 20.178 0.065 0.006 30.22–100
Unemployment 20.241 0.047 ,0.001 79.77–100 0–60.36
Duration
Residence 20.177 0.134 ns
Marriage 21.827 1.177 ns
Employment 20.543 0.152 0.001 31.68–100
Unemployment 20.142 0.122 ns
Sequential
Residence 20.244 0.092 0.021 0–21.61
Marriage 5.920 1.359 ,0.001 0–91.34 99.03–100
Employment 20.066 0.112 ns
Unemployment 20.716 0.145 ,0.001 72.08–100 0–52.81
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associated with less discrepancy in reports of marriage (b ¼ 20.138, SE ¼ 0.059,
p ¼ .04; b ¼ 20.120, SE ¼ 0.047, p ¼ .03; b ¼ 20.395, SE ¼ 0.124, p ¼ .01,
respectively), and Series I is also associated with less discrepancy in reports of
employment (b ¼ 20.091, SE ¼ 0.028, p ¼ .01). Results demonstrate that the
effectiveness of parallel retrieval behaviors is dependent on the preceding behavioral
context. When preceded by a respondent timing behavior (Series I) or interviewer duration
probe, data quality is improved; when preceded by an interviewer timing probe (Series III)
or when there is no preceding behavior (Series V), data quality is improved when there is a
more demanding retrieval task (higher experiential complexity); and when preceded by an
interviewer parallel probe (Series II), data quality is worsened, especially with a more
demanding retrieval task.
Results are also nuanced by which behaviors precede timing retrieval behaviors (see
Table 6b). Series I, in which an interviewer duration probe precedes a timing retrieval
behavior, reveals greater discrepancy at lower experiential complexity in reports of
residence, but greater discrepancy at higher experiential complexity in reports of
employment; in reports of employment, Series I also reveals less discrepancy with lower
experiential complexity. Series II, in which a fourth-turn respondent timing behavior is
preceded by both interviewer duration and timing probes, reveals less discrepancy with
higher experiential complexity in reports of marriage, employment, and unemployment.
With Series V, in which there are no preceding behaviors, there is less discrepancy
with lower experiential complexity. There are also significant main effects: Series I and
IV with marriage (b ¼ 20.157, SE ¼ 0.037, p ¼ .001; b ¼ 20.093, SE ¼ 0.029,
p ¼ .01, respectively), and Series III, IV, and V with employment (b ¼ 20.208,
SE ¼ 0.043, p , .001; b ¼ 20.065, SE ¼ 0.012, p , .001; b ¼ 20.221, SE ¼ 0.049,
p ¼ .001, respectively) all reveal less discrepancy. Taken together, results reveal that
whereas the preceding occurrence of only duration probes (Series I) leads to mixed results
with data quality, preceding duration probes in combination with timing probes (Series II)
improve data quality when the retrieval task is difficult (higher experiential complexity).
Moreover, preceding respondent timing behaviors (Series III) and preceding interviewer
data-element probes (Series IV) improve data quality, whereas no preceding behaviors
(Series V) leads to mixed results concerning data quality.
Duration retrieval behaviors at the fourth turn (see Table 6c) are noted for generally
being associated with better data quality, especially at higher experiential complexity,
regardless of the preceding behaviors. Both Series I, in which there is a preceding
respondent timing behavior, and Series III, in which there are no preceding behaviors, are
associated with less discrepancy at higher experiential complexity for employment
reports; Series III also reveals less discrepancy at higher complexity and greater
discrepancy at lower complexity with reports of marriage. As for Series II, in which there
is a preceding interviewer timing probe, there are significant main effects in which there is
less discrepancy with reports of both marriage (b ¼ 20.197, SE ¼ 0.064, p ¼ .01) and
employment (b ¼ 20.109, SE ¼ 0.030, p, .01). Table 6d reveals results for respondent
sequential behaviors at the fourth turn. With Series II, in which there is a preceding
respondent parallel behavior, whereas reports of residence reveal less discrepancy at
higher complexity and greater discrepancy at lower complexity, the opposite pattern is
seen with reports of marriage. There is also a main effect with Series I in which there is a
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preceding respondent timing behavior such that there is less discrepancy in reports of
marriage (b ¼ 20.284, SE ¼ 0.111, p ¼ .03).
4. Implications for Interviewing Research and Practice
Results present a nuanced and complicated pattern of interactions among interviewer and
respondent verbal behaviors in impacting the quality of retrospective reports in calendar
interviews. Of the retrieval behaviors examined, both respondent and interviewer timing
behaviors and respondent duration behaviors demonstrated the most consistent association
with higher data quality, especially when the retrieval task was more difficult as measured
by experiential complexity. In terms of respondent timing behaviors, overall prevalence
was associated with better data quality; data quality was improved when preceded by
interviewer timing and data-elements probes and respondent timing retrievals, and data
quality was also improved when respondent timing behaviors preceded respondent
parallel, timing, duration, and sequential retrieval behaviors. As for interviewer timing
behaviors, their occurrence facilitated better data quality and preceding respondent
parallel, timing, and duration behaviors. Respondent duration behaviors also revealed
better data quality with overall prevalence with heightened retrieval difficulty, and data
quality was improved when preceded by respondent and interviewer timing, or by the
absence of behaviors.
Mixed results in terms of data quality were found for respondent and interviewer
parallel behaviors, and respondent sequential and interviewer duration behaviors. The
overall prevalence of both respondent parallel and sequential behaviors was not
consistently associated with improved data quality, even when examining only situations
in which the retrieval task was difficult, nor did the presence of these behaviors when
preceded by other behaviors, or when preceding retrieval behaviors, produce consistent
results in terms of data quality. The preceding presence of interviewer parallel probes led
to poor data quality outcomes when followed by respondent parallel retrieval behaviors.
Interviewer duration probes, when alone in preceding respondent timing retrieval
behaviors, led to mixed results with data quality.
These results have implications for interviewer behaviors in calendar interviews.
Whereas interviewer timing probes are to be encouraged, interviewer parallel probes are to
be discouraged. As for interviewer duration probes, they appear to be effective only when
used in combination with interviewer timing probes. Respondent timing strategies are also
to be encouraged, and their occurrence is facilitated by interviewer timing, duration, and
data-elements probes, although, as noted above, interviewer duration probes should not be
administered alone. The encouragement of effective respondent duration strategies is also
facilitated by interviewer timing probes.
One troubling aspect of providing advice in encouraging interviewer and respondent
timing behaviors is that although heightened prevalence is associated with better data
quality when the retrieval task is difficult, in some situations there is also poorer data
quality when the retrieval task, as measured by lower levels of experiential complexity, is
relatively easy. Such a pattern has also been observed by Belli et al. (2013), who speculate
that some respondents experience general difficulty in remembering their pasts, and that
interviewers are more prone to unsuccessfully use retrieval probes as an attempt to
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improve these respondents’ memories. Accordingly, it may be advisable to attempt
introducing screener questions to assess how much status changes have occurred in
respondents’ pasts, and to encourage interviewer and respondent timing behaviors for
those respondents whose pasts are more complicated.
Another caveat in terms of attempts at implementing more successful interviewer
training regimens is that some level of better data quality is due to respondents engaging in
retrieval strategies on their own. For example, although respondent timing retrieval
behaviors appear to be encouraged by interviewer timing, duration, and data-element
probes, they also may occur spontaneously, and hence their benefits to data quality may be
present only among a certain subset of respondents or circumstances in which interviewer
probing has no impact. As other examples, both respondent parallel and duration
behaviors, when preceded by no behaviors, are associated with better data quality
especially with respondents who have complicated pasts, and hence, appear to be driven
by respondents on their own.
5. Theoretical Considerations
A major surprise in our results is the lack of solid evidence that interviewer and respondent
parallel behaviors improve the quality of retrospective reports. Much of the theoretical
rationale of calendar interviewing has hinged on the notion that its implementation
encourages the occurrence of effective cuing mechanisms, especially parallel behaviors
(for examples see Bala´n et al. 1969; Belli 1998; Belli and Callegaro, 2009; Yoshihama
et al. 2002). The finding that interviewer parallel probes lead to poorer retrospective data
quality is particularly contrary to theoretical expectations. Gaining a better understanding
of the role of parallel associations in human autobiographical memory may assist in
determining how such associations impact accuracy.
Psychologists who have theorized about the structure of autobiographical knowledge
have differed in opinion on whether parallel associations exist across contemporaneous
events from different autobiographical domains or themes. On the one hand, theories of
autobiographical memory that incorporate associations among different life domains are
supported by the existence of respondent parallel cuing, as observed by Bilgen and Belli
(2010) and as evident from the results reported in this article. Specifically, Barsalou (1988)
observed that persons will follow parallel tracks of events that associate contemporaneous
events across themes, such as events that encompass a project such as school being
associated with contemporaneous events of being with one’s family. He projected that
such associations could exist between different events from different life domains.
Similarly, Means, Loftus, and colleagues (Means and Loftus 1991; Means et al. 1989)
observed that individuals would jump between work and health events when answering
questions about their memory for health visits.
On the other hand, the presence of these parallel associations is not emphasized in some
theories of autobiographical memory that highlight hierarchical associations among events
within the same life domain (Conway and Bekerian 1987; Conway 1996). Specifically,
Conway and Bekerian propose the existence of Autobiographical Memory Organization
Packets (A-MOPs) that hierarchically organize more specific episodic events within
abstract lifetime periods. As these A-MOPs are thematic with respect to encapsulating
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hierarchies consisting of different life domains, such as one’s relationships versus one’s
career, an autobiographical memory structure consisting only of A-MOPS would not
predict events belonging within one life domain to be cued by contemporaneous events
that had occurred in a different life domain.
Overall, our results point to a compromise between these views. It may be the case that
direct parallel associations are somewhat uncommon, and hence, that benefits from
respondents’ use of parallel retrievals may arise, but only when these direct parallel
associations exist. However, directing respondents to engage in parallel retrieval through
the use of parallel probes may divert respondents from more beneficial within-domain
associations and increase task difficulty, leading to poorer autobiographical remembering.
6. Limitations and Other Considerations
Although results suggest that interviewer parallel probing does more harm than good and
hence ought to be discouraged in interviewer training, the observational nature of this
research means that these causal inferences are tentative. It may be possible, for example,
that interviewers are more likely to engage in parallel probing with respondents who
exhibit poor memory, and that the association of parallel probing with poorer data quality
is the outcome of respondents who are not able to remember their pasts very well. It may
also be the case that our data are limited in that they arose from telephone interviewing in
which the calendar was not observed by respondents, and the use of other data-collection
modes in which respondents can view the calendar may lead to overall benefits from
parallel associations.
In addition, as our research is not experimental, more definitive answers regarding the
impact of parallel probing could be gained through experimental work in which
interviewers are either encouraged or discouraged to use parallel and other types of probes.
Of course, the concern with making causal inferences also applies to timing probes, which
were found to be associated with better quality data.
Results are also limited in that they have only examined the value of data-mining
techniques with retrieval behaviors in calendar interviews, and with a relatively small
sample. Extensions of data mining should also be applied to other behaviors in both calendar
and conventional questionnaire interviewing instruments, especially those of a more direct
motivational flavor. As for calendar interviews, the various series of behaviors that will lead
to respondent rapport behaviors, such as digressions and laughter, may be of particular
interest, as the use of rapport has been shown to be associated with better retrospective
reporting in some domains but not others (Belli et al. 2013). As for conventional
questionnaires, question-answer series that lead to behaviors signifying that respondents are
having cognitive problems with the question may be especially informative, given that these
behaviors have often been associated with poorer data quality (Belli and Lepkowski 1996;
Draisma and Dijkstra 2004; Dijkstra and Ongena 2006; Dykema et al. 1997).
These are but examples, of course. The key message to take away is that data-mining
techniques can be used in behavior-coding analyses to uncover those series of behaviors
that produce key data-quality relevant behaviors. In combination with regression
techniques, it can also be determined which of these series are associated with better or
poorer data quality. The results from these investigations are important theoretically in the
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understanding of cognitive and communicative processes, and they have implications for
interviewer training and in the development of best interviewing practices.
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